SENIOR BACK-END DEVELOPER
ABOUT HOUSEME
HouseME is one of South Africa's most promising tech start-ups. It is disrupting the rental property
industry by providing tenants and landlords a digital platform through which to find and manage
properties, at a fraction of the cost of traditional agencies.
Our work environment is open, friendly and collaborative. We value ideas over unnecessary
bureaucracy so encourage transparency and communication across the board. At the end of the day,
you will be part of a family that works hard towards our ambitious goal of redefining the rental space.

What are we looking for?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3+ years of back-end development experience (preferably C#)
Experience with cloud services such as Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Services, AWS
Experience with continuous deployment processes and associated technologies such as Git, Git
flow, Buddy Build, Ansible etc
Experience in writing clean and well understood code
Experience with integration and unit tests
A problem-solver with positive attitude
Keen willingness to learn and adapt
Start-up mentality and belief in the HouseME vision

Bonus points
•
•
•
•

Experience with CQRS/ES systems
Experience with identity services and oAuth 2.0
Experience with a service-oriented architecture / distributed systems and associated technologies
e,g Docker, Kubernetes
Experience with .NET Core

What you get
•
•

•
•
•
•

Leading the change in industry - directly contribute to the strategy and product direction as we
lead the property industry's adoption of technology.
Startup business knowledge and networks - have the opportunity to share in the learnings and
triumphs of HouseME, and participate in the various events in Cape Town's startup ecosystem; help
improve your skills outside of tech.
Flexible work hours - whether you are a morning or evening person, we will accommodate you as
well as find ways to support your interests (e.g. machine learning, design etc.).
Opportunity to develop as a mentor, helping your junior colleagues grow as professionals.
Shaping a young product - as the product is still in its early stage, your changes will be noticed and
you will have a big impact on the directions we take.
Working on a modern and evolving stack (Hooks, Jest, Material-UI, ES7, GraphQL).

If you think you are a fit, get in touch! hiring@house.me

www.House.ME

